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e aim of this special issue is to bring together results stemming from research of
education experts, medical teachers, medical informaticians and engineers,
academics and health professionals in order to provide a contemporary snapshot of
emerging themes when it comes to transforming and modernising medical
curricula. Emphasis is placed upon how new methods of evolving pedagogies, such
as scenario-based learning and problem based learning and virtual patients, may be
used as vehicles to drive curricular changes in medical teaching institutions.
Topics of relevant papers may include, but are not limited to:
● Scenario-based learning and virtual patients
● Evolving pedagogies and medical curricula transformations
● Technologies and applications and advancements in education technology
● Educational theories and contemporary medical education practice
● Technological standards & specifications for medical education
● Integration of standards and new trends in health education
● Sharing medical educational content over the web
● Web 2.0 and social media in medical education – Medicine 2.0
● Semantic technologies and Web 3.0 in medical education – Medicine 3.0
● Collaborative learning and linked learning for medicine
● Mobile learning, pervasive learning & ubiquitous computing
● Game-based learning, serious games and virtual reality in medicine
● Competencies & e-portfolios for students and health professionals
● Simulation & modelling in medical education
● Ethics, intellectual property rights and creative commons, consent commons
is special issue, to be published in the MEFANET Journal (hp://mj.mefanet.cz/),
is primarily based on a selected number of papers from the ePBLnet partnership
(www.epblnet.eu). However, a small number of other relevant contributions will
also be considered, following a two-step approach, that is, initial review of abstracts
or extended abstracts e-mailed by prospective authors to the theme issue editors;
then invitation for a full paper to be submied through the MEFANET Journal
on-line submission system (hp://mj.mefanet.cz/ojs).
Original and well-focused papers presenting previously unpublished work will be
considered. However, a few viewpoint/review papers are also welcome. A rapid
review process will take place within a maximum of 2 months. Final papers are
supposed to be published in June 2016.
e minimum size of an entire article may be about 1600 words including the
abstract and key words, the maximum length is 20 standard pages (1 standard page
is equivalent to 1800 characters including spaces). Paper templates are available for
download at hp://mj.mefanet.cz/res/file/template-mj.doc. Further author
instructions may be found in hp://mj.mefanet.cz/index.php?pg=instructions-for-authors.
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